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Against all odds

Hope for food

The forgotten tribe

Canadian MAF pilot, Josh Plett
describes how a potential tragedy
is averted in Madagascar

Partnering with agencies to
deliver emergency supplements
in South Sudan

MAF assists local missionaries in reaching
a lost tribe that has been left behind by
the rest of the world
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CEO corner
Will the legacy you
leave plant seeds for
tomorrow?

In partnership with ADVISORS with Purpose – a ministry
committed to helping God’s people manage God’s assets
- we would like to offer you a complimentary estate plan
that aligns your wishes with God’s purposes.
There is no obligation or cost for this service.
To learn more, visit us at mafcanada.ca, or call ADVISORS with
Purpose toll-free at 1.866.580.9319.

Whether it’s a medevac to the hospital, life-saving food supplements or using
modern tools to share the Gospel, the pages of this Flying for Life tell the stories
of how MAF and our partners are reaching out with God’s love, in tangible ways,
to help those in desperate need around the world.
In this edition of
Flying for Life,
we are focusing
on partners and
partnership.
What
immediately
comes to my
mind is my
wife Doreen,
who has been
my partner
for 39 years.
Gary and Doreen Toews
She and I have
shared many experiences during that
time; we’ve raised a family together and
grown closer as a couple through life’s
challenges and joys. We’ve seen, and
lived in many different parts of the world
during our service with MAF. It would be
hard to imagine life without her.
We’ve also enjoyed the partnership of a
great support team who have journeyed
with us during these last 31 years with
MAF. Some people on this team have
been partners with us since day one,
while others have joined our ministry
over the years. We are thankful for each
person and know that they have played
a significant role, supporting us and
making it possible for us to serve in this
ministry through their friendship, prayers
and giving to MAF.
Now that Doreen and I work in the
MAF Canada head office, I have seen,
to a greater extent, the much larger
group of partners that support the global
ministry of MAF. Through your generous
support, you help keep our missionaries
on the field, living and working in over
19 countries around the world, as they
pursue MAF’s vision to see isolated people
physically and spiritually transformed in
Christ’s name. By partnering with MAF,
you participate in that vision with us,
making MAF’s ministry possible and for
that I say a big ‘Thank You’!
I also think of all of the partner

organisations that MAF works alongside
to accomplish our mission and vision. In
some ways, it’s like a marriage: Doreen
and I can accomplish more together than
we can alone. We also recognise that
we each bring different gifts and abilities
to our partnership. As a pilot with MAF, I

By partnering with MAF,
you participate in that
vision with us, making
MAF’s ministry possible
have had the privilege of flying for many
organisations over the years, aiding them
in accomplishing their work. As MAF
partners with these organisations, we
accomplish more than either could apart,
multiplying our efforts and resources for
the greatest impact for those we seek to
help.
Partnering is definitely something
that God blesses and expects from us
as Christians. In 1 Corinthians 3, Paul
writes that God has given each of us a
task as we work together in His service
and it is He who blesses our work and
makes it grow. Paul states: “The one who
plants and the one who waters have one
purpose, and they will each be rewarded
according to their own labour. For we are
co-workers in God’s service...” (v.8,9).

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a
Christian organisation whose mission
is to fly light aircraft and use other
technologies in isolated parts of the world
to bring help and hope to people in need.
Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the
Good News of Jesus Christ in places of
deepest human need – where flying is not
a luxury, but a lifeline.
Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights
a day. Every gift helps! Please mail your
gift, visit us online at mafcanada.ca or call
us toll-free at 1.877.351.9344.
Flying for Life
is published by
Mission Aviation
Fellowship of
Canada and printed
in Canada.
Editor Beth Round
Layout Mark Field
Cover MAF is working with partners to
deliver hope in South Sudan
Photo LuAnne Cadd
Share your comments
Contact us at flyingforlife@mafcanada.ca
Our mission:
Sharing God’s love through aviation and
technology.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is
a Canadian registered charity (Registration
# 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to
issue receipts for income tax purposes.
Financial statements are available on
request.
Gifts allocated toward an approved
project will be used as allocated with the
understanding that once project needs
are met, gifts will be used where needed
most.
MAF Canada is charter member
of the Canadian Council of
Christian Charities.
Country statistics taken from the World
Factbook and World Health Organization.

May we all do what He asks of us.

Gary Toews
Interim CEO
MAF Canada

Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada
264 Woodlawn Rd. West
Guelph, ON N1H 1B6
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344
mafcanada.ca | info@mafcanada.ca
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We need you!
Planes.

At the very core, these are the 4 things that are essential to ensuring that
the important work and ministry of Mission Aviation Fellowship continues.
Interdependent and related, all are equally important.

Provision.

It goes without saying that our purpose is to support the work of individuals and
partner organizations. But the planes we use to accomplish this task are useless
without fuel and parts, and even with those things, they would still sit idle and unused
without the skilled men and women who fly and maintain them, or provide support
to those who do.

Partners.

MAF missionaries serve on the front-lines of human suffering in more than 30
countries around the world. More are needed to fill critical roles as pilots, aircraft
mechanics, teachers and business administrators among others.

People.

Think you have what it takes or know someone who does? Let us know. Contact our
recruiting department by calling us toll free at 1.877.351.9344, or by visiting us online
at mafcanada.ca.

Our People make the difference.

God has called us here,
clearly and passionately.
And thankfully, He has
also given us a love for
this country and a desire
to call it our home.

MAF is the only operator that
lands in Pignon. I want to thank
MAF for providing an invaluable
service that assists in the
development of Haiti!

Chris and Karyn Ball with their son,
William, arrived in South Sudan in
July 2014, where Chris will serve as
a pilot with MAF.

Haitian President, Michel Martelly (pictured here with
Canadian MAF pilot, Jason Krul). Jason, along with his wife,
Wilhelmina and sons Jayden, Justin, and Alexander, are based
in Haiti where Jason has served as a pilot since 2009.

News in brief
HIV/AIDS education in
Indonesia Story: Jenn Wolfe with Beth Round
A new initiative by The Alliance (C&MA) missionaries, Buzz and
Myrna Maxey, in partnership with MAF, is educating Papuans
about HIV/AIDS—a disease which has become a serious
problem throughout Papua. The Maxeys recently presented
their program to the MAF Sentani staff. Named "Semua Harus
Tahu," or, "Everyone Must Know," it conveys how the virus is
transmitted or not transmitted, as well as lifestyles that can put
someone at risk for the disease.
The couple has developed a laminated brochure that includes
information about HIV-AIDS, as well as a hotline number to call
for help. These are being inserted in the seat pockets of MAF
planes and have the potential to reach some 40,000 passengers
a year.
Jonathan Smith, son of Canadian MAF missionaries Tim
& Sandra Smith, was involved in the production of a video
in Indonesian for the “Semua Harus Tahu” program. It was
broadcast on the local television station, helping further
educate Papuans on the dangers of HIV-AIDS. As a Senior Class
project, Jonathan’s class from Hillcrest International School
in Papua raised money to fly to the interior and show the film

to people in the village of Kobakma, where they do not
have access to TV. They also showed the Jesus Film and
conducted services on Sunday morning. Jonathan says
about the experience: “We had so many crazy opportunities
to share with people about AIDS and the Gospel, even just
small conversations after church were filled with God’s
presence...Not only did God work in the people of Kobakma
through us, but he also worked in us through everyone we
encountered, friends and strangers. We really learned the
power of God.”

New hospital guest house
now open Story: Jenn Wolfe

New airstrip is already
saving lives

MAF recently
dedicated the Rumah
Singga guest house
in Kalimantan,
Indonesia. The
house, which is
directly across the
street from the
hospital in Tarakan,
provides temporary
housing for patients
and family members
flown by MAF from
the interior to seek
medical treatment.
Prior to the opening of the guest house, those who
came to Tarakan for medical care were left to their own
devices in a city where they knew no one, without a safe
place to stay. Rumah Singga offers shelter for families
while they look after their loved ones in the hospital. MAF
staff lead weekly devotions there, distribute Christian
literature, and pray with the residents. Please join us in
praying for this unique outreach and how the Lord will use
it for His glory.

We give thanks for the reopening of the beach runway on
Atauro Island, Timor-Leste, which allows us to resume our
lifeline flights to the forgotten people living on this tropical
island, north of Dili, the capital.
A few hours after it reopened, the airstrip enabled our
aircraft to carry out an emergency medevac. Thanks to
the renovated landing strip, our pilot flew an 18-year-old
woman suffering from a stroke and severe anaemia to Dili,
where she received urgent medical attention.
The 14-minute MAF flight spared the patient a lengthy
boat trip to the mainland – a two-hour journey that only
occurs once a week, weather permitting!
This disused airstrip was last used in the 1970s and
Barry Hinton, the local businessman who lobbied for its
reopening, says having MAF to carry out medical emergency
airlifts for the isolated community in Atauro is essential.
Not so long ago, a pregnant woman died in labour
because, he says, ‘there were no medevac capabilities at
the time. She needed a Caesarean, and you couldn’t do that
here.’
Although Barry Hinton puts the airstrip’s timely restoration
down to ‘good timing’ – give thanks that, in God’s
providence, the reopened runway enabled us to make our
first life-saving medevac to Atauro in decades.

Above Jonathan Smith (far left)
and the class from Hillcrest
International School along with
MAF pilot, Tim Smith
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Against all
odds
Pilot Josh Plett
describes how a
potential tragedy
was averted by MAF

T

he call comes through for an urgent
medevac to Beroroha, Madagascar. A
pregnant lady is bleeding badly – her life
in the balance. The news is not good. The
unborn child, we are told, has tragically
died and now Dorothee, the mother, is
herself in trouble.
As dawn breaks, we make the crucial
Opposite Page Dr Fernand
with Dorothee and newborn
Faustine
Top Left A young girl
inspects the MAF airplane in
Madagascar
(photo: LuAnne Cadd)

Above and Below MAF pilot,
Josh Plett unloads cargo
following a HoverAid medical
safari. HoverAid is just one of
the 70 organisations that MAF
partners with in Madagascar
(photos: LuAnne Cadd)

Top Right 10.9 million people
in Madagascar have no access
to clean water, and roughly
4,000 children die each year
from diarrhea caused by
contaminated water. MAF is
working with partner agencies
like HoverAid to provide
sanitation and promote
personal hygiene

Madagascar
Population
23,201,926
Access to improved water
50%
Number of doctors
1.6 / 10,000 people

200-mile journey from the capital
Antananarivo to Beroroha. On board are
GP Dr Fernand and surgeon Dr Faustin,
two local professionals who know MAF
well and thankfully are available to help
in this emergency.
Although it would have taken at least
two days over tough mountainous
terrain, the flight is only 1½ hours in our
Cessna Caravan.
HoverAid, an MAF partner that serves
Beroroha’s surrounding community of
17,000, is on the ground preparing for
our landing, ensuring that everything
is ready for us to airlift Dorothee to

Antananarivo Hospital.
As soon as the plane touches down,
Dr Fernand checks the woman’s
condition and, after a quick ultrasound,
he delightedly discovers that the baby
is still alive!
Although Dorothee is now severely
dehydrated, she walks onto the aircraft
completely unaided.
With Dorothee still bleeding badly, we
set off for Antananarivo, unsure if she or
the baby will make it. All we can do is put
our trust in God, and pray that Dorothee
and the precious little life that she carries
will survive.

Miraculously, both are still alive when
we finally land.
Our prayers are answered late the
next day when news comes through that
Dorothee has given birth to a beautiful
daughter. She names the girl Faustine,
after the surgeon who rescued her.
We give thanks that Dorothee and
Faustine are well and that God was
glorified through this medevac.
Our prayer is that Dorothee’s amazing
story proves to be a wonderful witness
in this spiritually hungry region.

Average income
$930 / year

MAF in Madagascar (2013)
Partners served
70
Hours flown
860
Cargo delivered
28 tonnes
Passengers carried
1,946

The price never
goes down,
only up.”

Garth Pederson
MAF West Congo Program Manager,
Democratic Republic of the Congo

It takes 17 20-litre jerry cans to fill just 1 of
our 49 C206 planes with Avgas.
While many of MAF’s global fleet of
140 aircraft use less expensive jet fuel,
over half of them are fueled with Avgas
which can be expensive and hard to
find in developing countries. In fact, in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
MAF recently paid over $5.50 a litre for
Avgas.
Because it can be so scarce, we stockpile
it when we can. This can save money
over time, but it costs more up front.
Globally, MAF operates an average of
over 200 flights a day. With so many
planes flying, even an increase of a few
cents a litre can combine to have a huge
impact on our ability to meet current and
ongoing needs.
MAF Fuel for Life gifts are needed to
help keep our planes flying; bringing the
Gospel of God’s love in tangible ways.
Right now, your $60 donation can fill a
jerrycan with jet fuel. Perhaps you could
consider providing 2 or 3 jerrycans with
a gift of $120 or $180. You may even be
able to provide an entire drum of fuel
with a larger gift of $600.
To make your tax-deductible gift today,
complete and mail the coupon found
in this edition of Flying for Life, call us
toll-free at 1-877-351-9344, or donate
online at mafcanada.ca.

Globally, MAF
operates

light aircraft
Over half of them
require expensive
and scarce Avgas.

hope for

Canadian pilot, Ryan Unger
inspects the Tearfund
provided Plumpy’Sup
shipment

in South Sudan
To countless communities around the world, the inbound MAF aircraft - just a tiny
speck at first - is a symbol of hope. It may be medicine, or school supplies, or a recently
translated Bible. It may be the chance to get to a hospital or to hear the Gospel in your
language. For those in Uror Country, it has come to mean the hope of food.
Story and Photos: LuAnne Cadd
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With help from his
mother Chul Malual,
29-month old
Muot Duong feeds
on a Plumpy’Nut
supplement

Above 870 kilos of
Plumpy’Sup are unloaded at
the remote airstrip at Motot
Right and Bottom Babies
are weighed & measured.
Malnourished children are
put on a feeding program of
Plumpy’Nut or Plumpy’Sup
nutritional supplement until
they are out of danger

South Sudan
Population
11,562,695
Access to improved water
56.5%

W

ednesday morning at Juba airport
in South Sudan and the weight limit
on the MAF Cessna Caravan is maxedout with only one ‘passenger’.
White and orange boxes pack the
pods underneath the plane as well as a
few layers high inside. These boxes are
filled with small packets of nutritional
gold. It’s called Plumpy’Sup, one of
a few variations of a peanut-based
supplement that has worked miracles on
malnourished babies and small children.

About time

Tearfund ran out of it in Uror County
back in January and had been trying
to get more there, with financial and
political issues making that desire

difficult. Finally, with the intense rainy
season looming, the time had come
that they could book MAF to fly two
planeloads into Motot, a remote village
about one-and-a-half hours north of
Juba. The boxes are so heavy that the
plane looks near enough empty, even
though it is heavily laden.

Plumpy plane

Pilots Andrew Parker and Ryan Unger
land the plane on the 750m dirt airstrip,
which is thankfully dry at the moment.
They unload the 55 boxes with the help
of Tearfund staff and take off to go
and get the next 55. Each flight carries
approximately 900kgs of Plumpy’Sup.
“In our current response we are

targeting 38,429 pregnant and lactating
women and children under five suffering
from moderate or severe malnutrition,”
Claudia Puschner, the organisation’s
South Sudan programme officer,
explains. “The supplies we transport
are mainly Plumpy’Nut and therapeutic
feeding supplies. These programmes are
possible due to the generous support of
MAF.”
There are six feeding centres spread
out around Uror County, each one
open for one day a week. On this day,
Wednesday, it’s in Pulchoul, a 30-minute
drive from Motot where the airstrip and
Tearfund office is located.
Tearfund’s area programme manager
Victor Nthiga sits in the back seat of the

Number of doctors
1.6 / 10,000 people
Average income
$1,120 / year (GNI)

MAF in South Sudan (2013)
Partners served
358
Hours flown
4,655
Cargo delivered
431 tonnes
Passengers carried
9,698

Pocket-sized food
supplements that
help save lives
They have strange names
but to countless thousands
in South Sudan and other
African countries, these
small packets can be the
difference between life
and death

Plumpy’Nut® and Plumpy’Sup® are
Ready-to-Use food, especially designed
for the nutritional rehabilitation of
moderately and severely malnourished
children (from 6 months of age), and is
also suitable for adults suffering from
severe acute malnutrition. They consist
of a peanut-based paste, with sugar,
vegetable fat and skimmed milk powder,
and are enriched with vitamins and
minerals. They require no preparation,
added water or cooking, and can be
consumed direct from the sachet,
making them perfect for distribution
immediately after transportation. Plumpy’Nut and Plumpy’Sup are two of the key weapons
used by MAF and our partners in the fight against malnutrition in Africa.

Right now, your tax-deductible gift of $90 can deliver 100 pounds of these
nutrition packs to an emergency feeding centre in South Sudan; enough to
provide 3 children suffering from severe malnutrition with the short-term
nourishment needed to save them from starvation.

Nyadieng Ruth with baby
Nyayuni at a Tearfund
feeding centre in
Pulchoul, South Sudan

truck on the way to the Pulchoul feeding
centre. “For some months now we’ve
been struggling to get supplies, so having
these coming in is really a big thing for
Tearfund,” Victor explains. “In most of the
centres we’ve been turning away some
of the women and children so it’s really a
celebration today.”

Weighing in

At 11.30am, the Pulchoul feeding centre
is filled with women and children. Many
have already come and gone. A large tree
in the middle of the compound provides
shade and a branch to hang a scale
from. A crowd of mothers gather around
Tearfund’s nutrition supervisor Manyuon,

© Nutriset 2011. Plumpy’Nut and Plumpy’Sup are registered trademarks of Nutriset.

waiting to have their babies weighed.
One baby breaks into terrified
screaming as he is placed naked into
the dark blue sling. The next baby sits
placidly. Across the courtyard, other
workers measure tiny arms and write on
crumpled, dirt-smeared health cards,
indicating how many food packets each
baby will receive for the week. Mothers
line up at the final station to collect their
ration.

Changing lives

Most have walked for over an hour to get
to the clinic. Nyadieng Ruth carried her
two-year-old in a basket on her head for
90 minutes. When she first brought baby

Nyayuni to the centre two months ago,
she was suffering from severe diarrhea,
pain in her ears and was malnourished.
Nyadieng is still worried, but says the
child is responding to the Plumpy’Nut
food and is getting better.
Chul Malual’s child, Muot, has
improved dramatically in the month
that she has been bringing him to the
centre. He was two-years-old when she
first brought him in, weighing 6.7kgs.
One month later, he is up to 9.3kgs and
eating the Plumpy’Nut packets without
help. Chul’s husband died four years
ago, leaving her alone to care for four
children.
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M

issionary Andrew Claussen lay on
the floor of a village hut for the third
day in a row, hallucinating. The buzz
of his table-saw had stopped and his
family’s unfinished house frame was left
unattended—all work now at a standstill.
Outside the long bamboo hut are
rows of identical homes lining two
perpendicular white-sand paths. They
sit in an open clearing surrounded by
lush jungle. This is the village of Danokit,
where some 300 people live—each one
precious to the Savior.
The Komyandare people of
Danokit have yet
to hear of Jesus,
as previous
efforts to bring
the Gospel to
them have had little
effect. Some tried

in the past, but they arrived speaking only
Indonesian, a language barely known by
the Komyandare. Until the Claussen’s
arrival, no one had come to live among
the tribe and learn their native language.

airplanes carried large loads—roofing,
sinks, a toilet, heavy tools, a generator,
even a 1500-liter water tank. MAF planes
are the most efficient way to transport a
large quantity of supplies to the hidden

We are very thankful for the MAF pilots who help us
come in and out of the village, who evacuate us when
we are sick, and pray with us before flights.
Church planting in remote areas would be a lot more
challenging without MAF!
- Andrew & Amberlynne Claussen
“It has been passed over by other
missionaries because it is such a small
tribe,” said Amberlynne Claussen, a World
Team missionary who, along with her
husband, Andrew, and three children, are
planting a church in Danokit. “We wanted
to reach a group that had absolutely no
access to the Gospel.”
Getting to Danokit is no easy task
as it does not yet have an airstrip. The
Claussens travel in an MAF airplane
for over an hour, then transfer to a
Helimission helicopter for the final halfhour flight. During the family’s housebuilding stage, MAF’s KODIAK

corners of Papua.
But just as the house was starting to
go up, illness struck. Andrew had been
in the village without his family, cutting
wood for the house, when he contracted
malaria and ended up on the floor of the
hut with no one to care for him—and no
medicine to heal him.
After he called Amberlynne twice in
one day (not the normal once every
three days) she knew it was serious
and ordered a medevac flight.

MAF partners with missionaries
to reach a small tribe that has
been overlooked.
By Jenn Wolf with photos by Amberlynne Claussen

Above There are no roads in
or out of this remote jungle
location
Above Right MAF pilot, Dave
Holsten with Andrew and
Amberlynne Claussen, and
their children, Chase, Elliana,
and London

Helimission picked up Andrew in the
village and carried him to MAF pilot Kevin
Lynne’s aircraft, which brought him back
to Sentani for lifesaving treatment.
But for missionaries working in such
difficult places, illness is an ever-present
threat. After recovering from malaria,
Andrew was struck by Dengue Fever,
with Ross River Fever added to the mix.
His body went into septic shock and
he was flown on a commercial flight to
Australia for treatment.
A nurse who cared for Andrew
commented, “There were many times he
should have died, but he didn't."
Amberlynne knows all too well how
close she came to losing her husband
and will be the first to tell you that “he is
only alive because of God.”
Many have asked if the Claussens will
continue now that they know the cost—
war threats by another tribe jealous for
their own missionary family, sickness,
broken tools, and endless mud. But God
has provided the strength to endure. And
MAF will continue to be there to partner
with the Claussen’s ministry.
“Andrew’s physical life was in
jeopardy,” said Amberlynne, “but the
eternal lives of the Komyandare are in
jeopardy until they are able to receive the
gift of the Gospel.
“We have counted the cost, and we
would gladly give our lives if it allowed
300-plus people to trust in Jesus.”
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New
technology
to share the
Gospel

NIV Study Bible from the selection on
offer.

Snapped up!

MAF is pioneering
exciting new ways
to bring the Good
News to isolated
people in Arnhem
Land
Story Paul Beck
Photos Peter Higham
and LuAnne Cadd

T

he Gospel message doesn’t change
with the times, but the means of
sharing it does! To make the Good
News available to countless lives in the
developing world, MAF’s early pioneers
use some of the most up-to-date
technology available – light aircraft.
However, the Industrial Age that
heralded such machines remains in the
rear-view mirror and the Information Age
is now in the ascendancy.
In the early days of MAF, pilots relied
upon geographical landmarks to guide
them. Today, our pilots have a dazzling
array of electronic navigational aids in
front of them. 				
Similar developments are also currently
revolutionizing the tools missionaries use
to make disciples, as MAF’s Technology
Services team in Australia can testify.

Drastic measures

Yes, Australia. The land of sun, sport
and barbecues is also home to remote
communities bearing more resemblance
to their neighbours in Papua New Guinea
than the western lifestyles seen in

11
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The Jesus film is played on
a smart phone from an MAF
provided micro SD card

Australian soap operas.
Inhabited by the Yolŋu Aboriginal
people, Arnhem Land is a forgotten
corner of this vast country’s Northern
Territory. As close to Sydney as London
is to Baghdad, the region has numerous
ancient Aboriginal homelands which
are each family group’s traditional land,
and are very important to the sense of
identity and wellbeing of many Aboriginal
people. These areas are closed to the
general public and require a permit to
visit.
These drastic measures have been put
in place to combat the rise of violence,
drugs, alcoholism and abuse that has
arisen through contact with western
civilisation – leaving Arnhem Land
desperately short of the lifechanging
hope that is found in the Gospel.
The barriers to sharing the Good News
are considerable. Many Aboriginal people
are illiterate, and Bible translation in the
local languages is incomplete.
“However, even those who can’t read
now have a chance to hear and see
the Word of God in their own mother

tongue,” explains MAF Technology
Services and Communications Officer
Peter Higham.

‘The one that I want’

Peter’s job is to use modern tools to
bring God’s love to Arnhem Land. Thanks
to the need for MAF flights in an area that
is five times the size of Wales, we are one
of the very few mission organisations
that isn’t subject to entry restrictions.
Among the projects Peter has been
involved in is the Manymak Dhäwu
(Good News) DVD. Although the original
audio-cassette recording in the Gumatj
language was accompanied by a 40-page
colour booklet, Peter and his colleagues
added hundreds more pictures to reflect
the story better, then made it available
on DVD and eventually mobile phones.
Other initiatives include making CDs of
Yolŋu worship songs – which are stocked
at MAF’s Christian bookshop at our Gove
Airport base.
“This is the one I need, as it has all
the resources inside to help me,” says
Dipilinga, a Yolŋu believer choosing an

Nowhere is MAF’s Technology Services’
innovative ability to proclaim the Gospel
better demonstrated than through
mobile phones. Many Yolŋu own one and
the MAF team is literally tapping into the
network, sending out Bible verses twice
a week by SMS in English and the local
Matha language.
Last year, an ongoing vision to make
videos with local believers to explain
the Christmas story became a reality.
The completed files were uploaded to
Micro SD cards. Along with the Jesus
film and an audio Bible, over 140 of these
resources were snapped up by Yolŋu
believers and non-believers alike. This
was a great encouragement to our staff.
Public screenings of the films attracted
young and old. Homelands were given
a free copy of the Micro SD card, and
others who wanted their own were
able to purchase copies at a heavily
subsidised price. The demand was so
great for this resource that work is now
underway to produce a second edition.
“MAF is putting biblical truths in the
Aboriginal people’s heart language onto
their mobile phones, which can easily be
shared around,” Peter concludes.
Thanks to MAF’s work in Arnhem
Land, Scripture’s timeless truths are now
being shared in the most contemporary
of ways, and we pray for deep spiritual
transformation.

Above A CRMF (Christian Radio
Missionary Fellowship) worker
assembles an ‘AudiBible’
which is demonstrated and
distributed by MAF pilots in
PNG
Right A micro SD card
containing the Jesus film and
audio Bible is happily received
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Ending leprosy
in the Congo
MAF’s partnership
with American
Leprosy Missions

The Democratic Republic
of the Congo (DR Congo)
Population
77,433,744
Access to improved water
46.5%
Number of doctors
1.1 / 10,000 people
Average income
$400 / year

MAF in the DR Congo (2013)
Partners served
172
Hours flown
4,170
Cargo delivered
627.3 tonnes
Passengers carried
11,613

Story Chris Burgess
Photo courtesy Dr Jacques Kongawi

K

embwa first noticed the patches on
her skin a few years ago—small pink
rashes—nothing more.
But the patches spread…
The nurse at the hospital in Gemena
gave Kembwa the news—news that
would change her life forever. There
in that Congolese hospital, Kembwa
heard a word that would come to define
her—leprosy.
Kembwa’s husband divorced her. She
was chased away from her house. Her
relatives disowned her. She became
homeless. In her despondency, Kembwa
abandoned the church and the God she
felt had abandoned her.
American Leprosy Missions (ALM)
estimates nearly 4 million people around
the world suffer from this dreaded
disease. Leprosy still bears the stigma
that burdened the people affected by
leprosy in Jesus’ day. It not only numbs
and mars its victims; it often leads to
their expulsion from community and
family.
“Leprosy is still a problem in the
Congo,” said Bill Simmons, president and
CEO of American Leprosy Missions. “The
lack of access to healthcare is the reason
the disease has perpetuated.”
Mission Aviation Fellowship works
alongside ALM to bring leprosy’s cure to
the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DR Congo). MAF provides vital support
and flies American Leprosy Missions’ staff
and a local doctor, Jacques Kongawi,
to the remote regions of the DR Congo
where the disease is most prevalent.
“Access is a big problem in the
DRC, we fly with MAF because there
are no roads,” said Jim Oehrig, Chief
Programme Officer at ALM. “We have to
find the people who have leprosy and
diagnose them to be able to work with
them.”
Dr. Kongawi works with these people
in the northern parts of the country;

where access is most limited. He helps
provide not only medical care, but also
housing, the means to make a living, and
ultimately, community. MAF pilot, David
Francis, flies Dr. Kongawi regularly as he
works to treat the Congolese affected by
leprosy.
“They just throw [the people with
leprosy] out into the jungle. They banish
them,” said Francis. “Part of Dr. Kongawi’s
engagement philosophy is that once
people see they are not that abnormal,
that they have a normal looking house,
and goods to buy, the people accept
them [back into society.]”
Kembwa met Dr. Kongawi after she
had been abandoned by her family. He
arranged for American Leprosy Missions
to build her a new house and helped her
start a business selling soap, coffee, and
other goods.
“Kembwa’s life has really changed,”
said Kongawi. “In spite of her disability
she is living a good life.”
As the partnership between MAF and
ALM continues, Kongawi is hopeful the
end is in sight for leprosy in the DRC. A
cure for leprosy exists, it just depends on
being able to find and diagnose patients.
“In 2005, the number of newly
detected leprosy cases [in Gemena] was
704, last year we detected only 140 new
cases,” said Kongawi. “I am sure that
leprosy will disappear in our country,
especially with the research into a
vaccine that American Leprosy Missions
is funding.”
“We are excited to work with MAF to
fight leprosy,” said Simmons.
After 12 months of treatment, Kembwa
was finally cured of leprosy. She was
baptized and is now active in a local
church. ALM and Kongawi look forward
to working with MAF to finally bring an
end to this terrible disease, so others
like Kembwa will no longer live in fear of
hearing the word—leprosy.

Maintenance
Matters
O

ne of the key functions of our MAF
maintenance team is not only
to repair aircraft when sudden issues
interrupt a plane’s ability to operate
properly, but also to perform routine
inspections to keep the aircraft operating
safely and in peak condition.
Earlier this year, it was during one
of those regular inspections on one of
our C182 SMAs stationed in Angola that
our AMEs discovered the failure of an
internal washer and irregular bearing
wear in the aircraft’s propeller. They
determined that the propeller would
need to be overhauled much sooner than
anticipated.
A similar inspection of our second
C182 revealed a crack in that plane’s
crankcase, grounding it until the engine
could be replaced. We thank God that
this failure was discovered during our
team’s diligent inspections and not while
the plane was in operation!
At the same time, Transport Canada
issued a new safety-driven mandate that
all Caravan operators install an additional
piece of radio equipment with TAWS
(Terrain Awareness Warning System)
capabilities. Without this upgrade, our
C208 Caravan would be limited to VFR
(Visual Flight Rules) flight only.
The cost for these repairs was reaching
$125,000 – in addition to the regular
cost of maintaining and operating these
aircraft. With the ongoing need for flights
in Angola, even a few weeks of downtime

meant MAF would have to turn down
flight requests if these planes remained
grounded.
Our engineers made the most of
the situation by using the serviceable
propeller on the second C182 keeping
it in operation, and we began seeking
out the $125,000 urgently needed for
the repairs. We were overjoyed by the
immediate response and generosity of
our donors. With your help, we reached
the full amount needed to fund the
repairs in Angola and are happy to report
that all three aircraft are once again fully
operational and able to respond when
needed!
Thank you to all who helped us reach
this crucial amount and to all those who
continue to help with the daily costs of
keeping MAF aircraft in the air, delivering
hope and help to those in need in
isolated regions of the world.

Top Right MAF US Avionics
Specialist Tim Dyk upgrades the
avionics on C-GWOH, including
a GTN650 radio with TAWS
capabilities
Middle Right Chief Engineer
Romão Meto Antônio guides
the replacement engine into
position in C-GADK
Bottom Right The overhauled
propeller is installed on C-GADK

Good gifts

come from above

Help us share God’s love through aviation
and technology to reach the most remote
people and places in the world.
Look for your MAF Christmas gift
catalogue in this issue of Flying for Life,
or visit us at www.mafcanada.ca.

